THE VOLKSWAGEN

Volkswagen

Remember that kid
who was always quiet in class?
He’s grown up into a fine young man.
A man of few words.
For he has nothing to prove.
He walks through
yet another glass door.
As a corridor stands wide-eyed.
As a room sits tongue-tied.
For the world can’t help,
but feel his presence.
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FEEL THE PRESENCE.
Introducing the Volkswagen Passat,
packed with power and substance.
Now, just your presence is enough to turn
heads with our carefully crafted marvel
of engineering and luxury.
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HUSH…
HE’S BACK.
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YOU CAN’T MISS HIM.
OR IGNORE HIM.
Every inch of the car defines your
presence, that pervades through all
aspects of your life. Bold, but not loud.

Tornado Shoulder Line
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Signature LED Tail Lamps

R17 ‘London’ Alloy Wheels
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HE WALKS INTO
COLLECTIVE AWE.
Those accustomed to making heads turn
and jaws drop, can continue doing so
with the boldly designed front grill.
The confident full LED headlamps with
DRL will make your presence shine from
the shadows.

Full LED Headlamps with DRL
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Signature Volkswagen Grill
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HE’S GOT INNOVATION
AT HIS FEET.
Your aura is enough to open the boot of
your Volkswagen Passat. It comes with an
easy open boot that opens with a simple
wave of your foot and one-touch close
technology.

Easy Open Boot
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One-touch Electric Boot Close

586 Litres Boot Capacity
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HE DRIVES BY
IN HIS AURA
OF SUBSTANCE.
That quiet air of refinement
about you is expressed in the
Volkswagen Passat with the
sleek dashboard and the lavish
interior décor.

Sporty Flat Bottom
Steering Wheel
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Analog Clock
on Dashboard

Ergonomically designed
Central Console

Soft Touch
Dashboard

‘Olive Ash Silk-Matte’
Wood Inserts
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HIS PRESENCE
IS ENOUGH
TO MAKE A
STATEMENT.

AH.
EVEN THE STARS
ALIGN FOR HIM.
Stars, planets, opinions,
all align in your presence.
Now admire them from
the sunroof.

Panoramic Sunroof
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Your presence and the spacious
leather seating surfaces in the
Volkswagen Passat, bring class
and elegance to the road.

Spacious
Rear Seats

Centre Armrest
with Beverage Holder

Nappa Leather
Seat Upholstery
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AFTER ALL,
AN ALL-ROUND
PERSON DESERVES
AN ALL-ROUND
VIEW.
Get a bird’s eye view of things.
Even the moving ones.
Because, like you, the Volkswagen
Passat with 360-degree area view
camera also has an eye for things.

360-degree Area View, Rear View Camera
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ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE
FRONT SEATS
Customise comfort with the electrically
adjustable front seats that are shaped to
optimise your body posture.

REAR AC VENTS
Adjust the climate as per your comfort at the rear seat with the rear AC vent.
The 3 zone climate control allows you to choose from a selection of three
different temperatures and air volumes.

HE PARKS,
EFFORTLESS.
JUST LIKE
HIS ESSENCE.
You manoeuvre through the toughest
situations effortlessly. Quite like the
Volkswagen Passat's hands-free
parking with Park Assist.

START STOP
TECHNOLOGY
You can also start/stop the
engine with just a touch of
a button, handily placed in
the centre console.
Hands-free Parking with Park Assist
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THE WORLD BENDS
TO HIS WHIMS.

YOU REALISE
THAT POWER
NEEDN’T BE
HIGH-DECIBEL.

From speed to temperature,
total control is at your fingertips.

The TDI engine technology with
177 PS (130 kW) of power and
350 Nm of torque gives an
indomitable performance.

THINK BLUE TRAINER
Keeping the environment protection on top priority, it
assists you in utilizing fuel more efficiently.

INFOTAINMENT SCREEN WITH APP-CONNECTTM
DYNAMIC CHASSIS CONTROL SYSTEM
DCC constantly adjusts the suspension characteristics to match the road surface and the current driving
situation, in accordance with the preset vehicle settings.
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App-Connect allows easy interaction between your
smartphone and car infotainment via Apple CarPlayTM or
Googleandroid AutoTM that mirrors the display on your
infotainment touchscreen.

HE SETS THE PACE. OTHERS FOLLOW.
The automatic 6-speed DSG lets you choose your speed.
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Hill Start Assist*
The hill start assist governs the starting torque when pulling away on an uphill
incline. It interacts with the hydraulic brake assist and the transmission control to
prevent the vehicle from rolling backwards. This makes controlling the vehicle
simple and convenient for the driver.*
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Park Distance Control (Park Pilot)*
The available Park Distance Control ( Park Pilot ) has sensors that
help you back out of or drive into a parking spot. Audible signals and
the Optical Parking System on the display indicate how much space
you have in the front and back while parking. If you get too close,
an alert sounds as a warning. The display provides additional
support for the driver by showing the position of obstacles.*

Three Rear Head Rest*
To reduce the risk of injury in rear-end collisions
Three Rear Head Rest, offers excellent protection by
means of unequalled coordination of the deceleration
of the torso by the backrest, the deceleration of the
head by the head restraint.*

Engine Drag Torque Control*
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Engine-drag torque control prevents the driven wheels from locking due to the
braking effect of the engine on slippery surfaces. This happens when the driver
suddenly takes his foot off the accelerator or rapidly shifts down a gear.*
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HIS FEATS ARE
HIS SPEECHES.
Built for those whose actions speak
louder than words, in the Volkswagen
Passat, safety is not just a mandate.
It's the very philosophy that makes
your car the safest car on the road.
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Anti-slip Regulator*
For the high-torque engines, the traction control
system offers more comfort and safety, particularly
when driving on slippery roads or surfaces with
differing degrees of grip. The traction control system
facilitates smooth starting and acceleration over the
entire speed range without wheelspin or fishtailing.*
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Electronic Differential Lock*
The electronic differential lock permits smooth, comfortable starts on split-friction
road surfaces with differing levels of grip. If one wheel starts to spin, the electronic
differential lock will brake the wheel as necessary, directing power to the wheel
with better grip in the process.*
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Electronic Stabilisation Programme*
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The electronic stabilisation programme prevents the vehicle from being destabilised when cornering as a result of either excessive speed, an unexpected change
in the road surface (water, ice, dirt) or the driver having to perform a sudden
evasive manoeuvre.*
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9 Airbags*
Airbags reduce the risk of severe head and chest injuries in collisions with a certain
severity. The activated airbags cushion the head and upper body, distributing the forces
across as large an area as possible. Optimum protection can only be achieved if the
occupants are wearing their seat belts properly, as the airbags and the seat belt
tensioners together form a finely tuned safety system.*
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Anti-lock Braking System*
When the driver brakes hard on a slippery road surface, the anti-lock braking
system prevents the wheels from locking, so that the vehicle can still be steered.*

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System*
The tyre pressure monitoring system informs the driver
of the current tyre pressures before and during the journey.
The fact that the tyres are permanently monitored
guarantees a high level of safety.*
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Auto Hold Function*
The Volkswagen Auto Hold function is an extension of the
electronic parking brake. The Auto Hold function prevents
the vehicle from rolling away accidentally when standing still
or setting off. In this way, Auto Hold offers the ultimate
in comfort and convenience, along with enhanced safety.*
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Fog Lamps with Cornering lights*
The static cornering light consists of an additional light
source behind the fog lamp reflector. When the steering
wheel is turned or the turn indicator is operated,
an additional light illuminates the area into which the
vehicle is turning.*

*Driver Assistance features are not a substitute for attentive driving. See Owner’s Manual for further details and important limitations.
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ACCESSORIES

Roof Box, 340 Litres Matte Black
Part No. 000-071-200

Bicycle Holder for Bicycle Frames
of up to 100 mm (Oval) / 80 mm (Round)
Part No. 000-071-128-F
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Roof Bar Set T-groove
Part No. 3G0-071-126

Boot Mat (Black) Flexible
Part No. 3G5-061-160

7J X R17 Light Alloy Wheel “Singapore”
Part No. 3G0-071-497-A-FZZ

8J x R18 Light Alloy Wheel “MARSEILLE”
Part No. 3G0-071-498-A-FZZ

Mud Flap
Front Part No. 3G0-075-111
Rear Part No. 3G0-075-101-B

Textile Floor Mat “PREMIUM“
Front Part No. 3G2-061-270-WGK
Rear Part No. 3G2-061-270-WGK

Sporty Pedal Caps (for DSG)
Part No. 5G2-064-205

Espresso Maker
Part No. 000-069-641

Car Cover
Part No. 3G5-061-205

Door Strip Aluminium (Front Doors)
Part No. 3G0-071-303

All-weather Floor Mat
Front Part No. 3G2-061-502-82V
Rear Part No. 3G0-061-512-A-82V

Door Draught Reflector (Front)
Part No. 3G0-072-193-A

Bracket for Action Camera (Travel and Comfort)
(Rotates 360¸) Part No. 000-061-125-J
Basic Carrier Part No. 000-061-122

Computer Bracket
for iPad 2-4 (Travel and Comfort)
Part No. 000-061-125-A

Folding Table
(Travel and Comfort)
Part No. 000-061-124

Clothes Hanger (Travel and Comfort)
Part No. 000-061-127-B

Coolbox 12/230V
(Cooling and Heating Function)
Part No. 000-065-400-F

Bag hook (Travel and Comfort)
Part No. 000-061-126-B

Child Seat 9 to 18 kg
(G1 ISOFIX DUO Plus Top Tether)
Part No. 5G0-019-909-A

Child Seat up to 13 kg
(G0 Plus Isofix)
Part No. 5G0-019-907
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COLOURS

UPHOLSTERY

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Engine

Fuel

Diesel

Version

2.0L TDI

Injection and turbocharging

Turbocharged, Common rail direct injection

Cylinders and valves

4 cylinders, 4 valves per cylinder

Displacement (cc)

1,968

Power (PS(kW)@rpm)

177 (130) @ 3,600-4,000

Torque (Nm@rpm)

350 @ 1,500-3,500

Fuel-efficiency (Km/l)*

17.42

Type

DSG Automatic

Number of gears

6 forward + 1 reverse

Type

Electric, variable assist power steering

Turning radius (m)

5.85

Front

Disc

Rear

Disc

Front

McPherson strut with anti-roll bar

Rear

Multi-link

Comfortline

215/60 R16

Highline

215/55 R17

Comfortline (kg)

1,535

Highline (kg)

1,550

Length (mm)

4,767

Width (mm)

1,832

Height (mm)

1,456

Wheelbase (mm)

2,786

Track- Front/Rear (mm)

1,586 / 1,570

Boot capacity (litres)

586 with all seats up/ 1,152 with rear seat folded

Fuel tank capacity (litres)

66

ORYX WHITE

Transmission

TUNGSTEN SILVER

Steering

Brakes

“Nappa” leather upholstery
DEEP BLACK

Suspension

Tyre size

Kerb weight

BLACK OAK BROWN
Dimensions

HARVARD BLUE
Fuel Tank

“Vienna” leather upholstery
*Test results of Rule 115 of CMVR
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Comfortline

Highline

Comfortline

Highline

LED headlamps for low and high beam with Daytime Running Lights (DRL)

●

●

´Climatronic` Air conditioner with 3-zone temperature control

●

●

Cornering lights

●

●

Rear AC vents with chrome louvers

●

●

Front fog lamps with chrome surround

●

●

Touchscreen infotainment system "Composition Media", 8 speakers

●

●

●

AUX-IN / USB connectivity

●

●

●

●
●

FEATURES
Exterior

Chrome moulding on side windows
Dark red tail lamps with LED technology

Comfort and Convenience

●
●

●

Bluetooth

telephone preperation

Rear fog lamp

●

●

´App Connect` Smartphone interface for certified functions / applications on infotainment screen

●

Rear defogger

●

●

Mobile phone based Navigation compatibility^

●

●

Body coloured bumpers with decorative trims

●

—

Electrically adjustable front seats

●

●

●

●

Body coloured bumpers with chrome mouldings

—

●

Memory function for driver seat position

R16 Alloy wheels ´Aragon` (Set of 4)

●

—

Massage function for driver seat

●

●

Lumbar support in front seats, power adjustable

●

●

R17 Alloy wheels ´London` (Set of 5)

—

●

Electric slide/tilt sunroof

—

●

Interior

´Easy open` sensor controlled boot lid opener

●

●

Electrically closing/ opening of boot lid

●

●

´Keyless Access` system including start/stop button

●

●

´Vienna` leather upholstery

●

—

3 spoke leather wrapped multi-function steering wheel with control for gear shift, MFD, radio and telephone

●

●

´Nappa` leather upholstery

—

●

Manually operated roll-up sunshields for rear side windows

●

●

Chrome detailing on front AC vents, rotary light switch

●

●

Electrically operated roll-up sunshade for rear windshield

●

●

Analog clock in dashboard

●

●

Exterior mirrors, electric adjustable, foldable with auto-dimming on driver's side with memory

●

●

Decorative inserts ´Piano Black` for centre console

●

●

Folding floor cover in lugguage compartment

●

●

Decorative inserts in ornamental wood ´Brillant Pine` for dashboard and doors trims

●

●

Height-adjustable three-point seatbelts at front

●

●

Decorative inserts in ornamental wood ´Olive Ash Silk-Matte` for dashboard and doors trims

●

●

ISOFIX preparations for two child-seat on outer rear seats

●

●

Auto-dimming interior mirror

●

●

12V socket in rear centre console, lugguage compartment

●

●

Front footwell LED lamps

●

●

Tyre pressure monitoring system

●

●

Ambient light package

●

●

Auto headlamp activation with coming home and leaving home function

●

●

LED reading lamps in front and rear

●

●

Auto headlamp range adjustment

●

●

Front centre armrest with height and longitudinal adjustment and storage box

●

●

Intermittent wiper control with rain sensor

●

●

Rear centre armrest with load-through provision and 2 beverage holders

●

●

Cruise control

●

●

●

●

60:40 split folding rear seat backrest

●

●

Park distance control (front and rear) with acoustic warning

Chrome detailing on mirror adjustment knob and power window switches and illuminated

—

●

Voice command control

—

●

Stainless steel scuff plates on front and rear door steps

—

●

Rear view camera with ´Area View`

—

●

Adaptive Chassis Control (DCC) including driving profile selection

—

●

Park Assist - Hands-free parking

—

●

Multi-function display ´Plus`

●

—

Colour multifunction display ´Premium`

—

●

Specifications and features are subject to change without prior notice.
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TM

Specifications and features are subject to change without prior notice. ^Depends on mobile handset and application compatibility. ‘CarPlay’ and ‘Android Auto’ is a trademark of Apple and Google.
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Comfortline

Highline

Volkswagen Service for your peace of mind.

Driver and front passenger airbag with front passenger airbag deactivation

●

●

Knee airbag on driver side

●

●

Owning the Volkswagen Passat gives you a sense of comfort and rightly so. Because with
your Volkswagen Passat, you’re privy to a host of service benefits that would give you all
the comfort you need while you’re on the road.

Curtain airbag system for front and rear passengers

●

●

Side airbags for front passengers

●

●

Side airbags for rear outer passengers

●

●

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) incl. ABS, ASR and EDL

●

●

Hill start assist

●

●

Electromechanical parking brake

●

●

Auto Hold Function

●

●

Front and rear disc brakes

●

●

Lockable wheel bolts with extended anti-theft protection

●

●

Front underbody guard

●

●

Front head restriants with longitudinal and height adjustment

●

●

Three height-adjustable head restraints at rear

●

●

Electronic vehicle immobilisation device

●

●

Seat belt reminder

●

●

Safety and Security

Volkswagen New Vehicle Warranty:
The Volkswagen Passat comes with:
● New vehicle warranty of 2 years for unlimited kilometres
● 3 years paint warranty
● 12 years anti-corrosion perforation warranty

Dealer Network

Periodic Maintenance: Service interval of your Volkswagen Passat is scheduled at every
15,000 kilometres or one year (whichever is earlier) and a one-time free inspection at
7,500 kilometres or 6 months, whichever is earlier.
Volkswagen Extended Warranty: New vehicle warranty can be extended at an additional
cost for further 1 year / 80,000 kilometres or 2 years / 100,000 kilometres from the date of
sale (whichever is earlier). Extended warranty can be purchased within standard warranty
period with various buying options at attractive price benefits. All this to protect your car
from unanticipated repair work. Extended warranty is not a mirror image of new vehicle
warranty.
Volkswagen Roadside Assistance: Every Volkswagen car is registered for Volkswagen
Roadside Assistance for the initial 2 years from the date of vehicle sale. This provides the
vehicle with home or roadside recovery in the unlikely event of breakdowns across India
(subject to terms and conditions). The services can be extended further for 1 year or 2 years
and can also be renewed annually till up to 7 years at a nominal cost.
24x7 Roadside Assistance Helpline: 1800 102 1155 / 1800 419 1155.
Volkswagen Insurance Programme and Drive Assure Elite Add-on Insurance: Volkswagen
Insurance Programme is designed to protect your car against the unexpected events such
as accidents, natural calamities, theft and so on.
Our Motor Insurance Policy with Drive Assure Elite covers damages due to rodent bites,
replacement of vehicle in case of total loss and wheel rim cover. It’s designed keeping in
mind all such unforeseen situations. So, your car is protected when you need it the most.
For more information, visit our website www.volkswagen.co.in or Volkswagen authorised
service centres. A list of authorised dealers is available on the Volkswagen Website.
Roadside assistance within covered limits.

24x7 Customer Care Helpline: 1800 209 0909.

*Terms and conditions apply.

Currently Operational Dealerships

Disclaimer: Map drawn not to scale.
Updated till October, 2017.

Specifications and features are subject to change without prior notice.
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Volkswagen Passat
Volkswagen Group Sales India Private Limited
Produced in India
Subject to change without notice
Issue: October 2017
Website: www.volkswagen.co.in

*Terms and conditions apply. Features and accessories shown may not be a part of standard equipment and are subject to change without prior notice. Actual colour may vary.
The offers with regard to scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights, in addition to illustrations and all information regarding fittings and technical data,
are based on the characteristics of the International market and correspond to the knowledge available at the time of printing. We reserve the right to make changes to the scope
of delivery, design and colour without advance notification within the context of further development. Images shown are for representation purpose only. Certain images are
sourced from International market and may not be relevant for Indian market. For further details, please visit our authorised dealership

Call (toll-free 24x7): 1800 209 0909

Your Volkswagen Dealer

